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Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

Wild Space Garden 
 

The new Wildspace garden is now open behind the Town Hall.  One of our parents has designed 

and created the garden and it will be a lovely place for the community to visit.   

 

Opening times are below: 

 Monday 9.00am - 5.00pm  

 Tuesday and Wednesday 9.00am - 1.00pm  

 Thursday and Friday 9.00am - 9.00pm 

 

If visiting, please still keep to COVID guidelines and social distancing. 

 

Snacks and Drinks 
 
All the children are encouraged to have a snack for playtime and a drink in the classroom during 

the day.  As a healthy school, we want all the children eat and drink as healthily as possible.  With 

this in mind, please support us by limiting playtime snacks to: 

 Fresh Fruit (not processed fruit bar or chews) 

 Vegetables (e.g. carrot sticks) 

 Cheese (No Dairylea tubs with crackers – this is extra plastic too which is bad for the 

environment) 

 

Every child is encouraged to have a drinks bottle in school.  Classroom bottles must only contain 

water (not flavoured water).  If your child wants to have a flavoured drink, they should bring in 

two bottles and keep the flavoured one for lunchtime.  Fresh water is healthy and is best for 

keeping children hydrated.  Thanks for your support with this. 

 

Sunny Days – Hats and Sunscreen 
 

It has been very hot this week.  Children are encouraged to bring a hat into school to wear at 

playtime.  A high factor sunscreen should be applied before school which will last until later in the 

day.  

 

As a school, we are continuing to remain vigilant around COVID especially since the rise in cases 

due to the Delta variant.  In the last week, we have had no staff or children test positive and are 

continuing to follow a hierarchy of controls to keep everyone safe. 

 

Have a great weekend and take care,   Eddie Brown 
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